
05 WRITING (Student’s Book pp48–49)
deal with phr v /diːl wɪð/ ZAOBERAŤ SA ČÍM to solve a problem, carry out a task, etc.

As a head teacher, you will have to deal with students’ discipline problems.
dependable adj /dɪˈpendəbl/ SPOĽAHLIVÝ that you can depend on  It’s a small car but it’s very dependable.
desert v /ˈdezət/ OPUSTIŤ to go away from a place  A lot of people deserted their villages in the 1950s in  

France.
drawback n /ˈdrɔːbæk/ NEVÝHODA a disadvantage

The main drawback to living in the countryside is the lack of a decent social life.
face v /feɪs/ ČELIŤ to have to deal with a difficult situation

I am faced with a difficult decision. Should I study in the US or Britain?
feel free idm /fiːl friː/ MôCŤ used to tell sb that they are allowed to do sth

Please feel free to come and see me any time you wish.
feel strange idm /fiːl streɪndʒ/ CÍTIŤ SA 

NEPRÍJEMNE
to not feel comfortable in a situation  It felt strange not knowing anyone in the  
room.

feel up to phr v /fiːl ʌp tə/ CÍTIŤ SA NA NIEČO to feel physically capable of doing sth
I don’t really feel up to walking around the gardens. I’ll wait here for you.

hesitate v /ˈhezɪteɪt/ VÁHAŤ to feel uncertain or nervous about doing sth
He hesitated for a moment before knocking on the door and entering.

isolated adj /ˈaɪsəleɪtɪd/ IZOLOVANÝ not connected with others, far away  an isolated village in the mountains
last but not 
least 

phr /lɑːst bət nɒt ROVNAKO DôLEŽITÝ not less important than others

lonely adj /ˈləʊnli/ OSAMELÝ unhappy because you have no friends or people to talk to   At first she felt quite  
lonely, but soon she made several friends at the college.     Do not confuse 
lonely with alone which means: without other people or other people’s help.

mainland n /ˈmeɪnlænd/ HLAVNÁ PEVNINA the main area of land of a country, not including any islands near to it
make out phr v /meɪk aʊt/ VYHLASOVAŤ to claim; to say that sth is true when it may not be

Do you think the Marshals are as rich as they make out to be?
neutral adj /ˈnjuːtrəl/ NEUTRÁLNY deliberately not expressing any strong feeling
on the other 
hand 

phr /ɒn ðə ˈʌðə(r) NA DRUHEJ STRANE used to show a contrasting opinion

pollution n /pəˈluːʃn/ ZNEČISTENIE the process of making air, water, or soil dirty   Air pollution is a major problem 
in cities.

reliable adj /rɪˈlaɪəbl/ SPOĽAHLIVÝ that can be trusted, that you can rely on   a reliable friend



search n /sɜːtʃ/ HĽADANIE an attempt to find sth/sb, esp. by looking carefully for them/it
The search for the little girl goes on.

sum up phr v /sʌm ʌp/ ZHRNÚŤ to state the main points of sth in a short way   At the end of his speech, the mayor  
summed up his main points in one or two sentences.


